
NOTE:  If vessel is adrift, leaking, or actively sinking, call Sector San Francisco OPCEN immediately:  415-399-7300 
In addition, if there is pollution in the water, report to the National Response Center immediately: 1-800-424-8802  
 

Sector San Francisco Incident Management Division 
Auxiliary Abandoned & Derelict Vessel Assessment Form 

 
Abandoned Vessel: any craft designed for navigation that has been moored, stranded, wrecked, sunk, or left unattended for longer 
than 45 days. (USCG, October 2011 Commandant Instruction 16465.5) 
Derelict Vessel: a vessel with an identifiable owner that has been left unattended and is in significant disrepair, such that may affect 
the seaworthiness of the vessel or affect the safety of the public or the environment.  
 
□ New Record (Not on database)      Derelict # (If vessel is on database):________               Patrol Area______                             
□ 30 Day Notice Sticker visible, either from USCG or local Sherriff’s Office 
 
Location and Identification  
 
Lat/Lon__________________________________ County_______________ City/Town______________________________ 
 
Location (Waterway)___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Vessel # (VIN, Fishing Boat #, etc) __________________Other ID ______________________________________________  
 
Color (House) ________________(Trim)______________ Hull_____________Est. Length _______  
 
Propulsion (in/outboard/sail)_________   Vessel Type ___________________________________ 
 
Hull Material:   Wood    Fiberglass    Steel      Aluminum    Other      Unknown  
 
Have you seen this vessel before?  ___________ How long has it been here? ___________________________ 
 
Vessel Observations 
  
Date _____________ Time____________________  Distance from Vessel____________  Water Depth _________  
 
Use matrix to assign 1-5 ranking under “This Visit”.  Put comments in spaces below.                 This visit 
 

Hull Condition: Note holes in hull, broken planks, rust, broken ports, etc.  

Position in Water: Listing, low in stern or bow, low in water, grounded, sunken  

How Secured Tied securely to dock Tied but not secure On mooring buoy Anchored  

Navigation Hazard  

Public Safety Hazard  

Public Visibility  

                                                                                                                             Total Score from Observations  

 

 
Does vessel appear to have someone associated with it- either an owner or people on board? __________________________  
 
Fishing Gear Aboard?_______________________________    Nets in the Water? _______________________________  
 
Other Activity ______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Observer Name __________________________  Member # __________________Phone _________________________  
 
Photo(s): Email up to 3 digital photos to Sectorimd1@gmail.com. If possible, reduce to 100kb or less.  Include Project ID or vessel 
name and date of photos in email.  
 


